A correlation velocity log (CVL) is an acoustic navigation aid that estimates the velocity of a maritime vehicle using a transmitter and a receiving array. The CVL discussed here operates by calculating the correlation coefficient between the echoes from a pair of consecutive acoustic pulses transmitted towards the seafloor, across all combinations of receiver pairings in the array. A correlation surface is constructed by plotting the correlation coefficients versus the spatial separation vector of all the receiver pairings. The coordinates of the peak of this surface provide an estimate of the velocity vector of the vessel. However, the correlation coefficient surface exhibits high variance within a modest distance from the peak position, and individual datasets tend to be asymmetric about the peak position. Since each dataset consists of a sparsely sampled set of discrete measurements, the variance makes the task of peak estimation very challenging. This paper outlines the operating principles of CVLs and describes peak-finding techniques that are used to improve the accuracy and precision of the instrument. Three peak estimation techniques are considered, namely the highest point, and fitting of an axisymmetric quadratic model using either least squares or a nonlinear implementation of maximum likelihood estimation. It is shown that the maximum likelihood approach offers some advantages when the peak is controlled to lie near the centre of the receiver array, but the advantages are small compared to the additional computational load required.
Introduction
Vessels such as autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are not capable of receiving real-time GPS updates whilst submerged because the water acts as a Faraday cage to the electromagnetic satellite transmissions. In order to receive the GPS data either the vessel or an antenna would be required to surface. There are many circumstances where it would be unacceptable for an AUV to surface, including when the surface is inaccessible, as would be the case under the polar icecaps, or where stealth is critical.
A Doppler velocity log (DVL) is a well-established instrument, commonly used together with INS systems for estimating speed in AUV applications. DVL systems detect the Doppler shift in acoustic echoes from fixed scatterers as an indication in velocity. The correlation velocity log (CVL) is also an acoustical velocity log, but its principle of operation presents potential advantages over DVLs, since it can achieve high accuracy at the low vehicle speeds that are common in many AUV applications. In addition, DVLs require narrow beam widths, whilst ideal CVL transmitters have wide beam widths. CVLs may therefore operate at a lower acoustic frequency than an equivalent DVL, permitting operation in deeper water, reduced power requirements for the same depth and the use of smaller transducers.
A major element of the CVL's operating method involves the construction of a two-dimensional grid representing velocity vectors of the vessel. The CVL calculates correlation coefficients between the received acoustic signals across the receiver array and between consecutive pulses, and these correlation coefficients are plotted versus the respective grid points on the velocity vector map. The peak position on this correlation surface may be used as the optimum estimate of the CVL's velocity vector relative to the seabed. A characteristic of this system is that the correlation surface is itself sparsely sampled, with a discrete number of measurement points. For a regular 6 × 6 receiver array there are just 36 measurements in a given direction quadrant. Moreover, because the ideal correlation surface has recurring concentric side lobes around the central peak it is preferable to further restrict the grid points to those immediately surrounding the highest point in the dataset. The problem is further complicated because this surface exhibits a significant degree of variance within a modest distance from the peak position. The sparsely sampled surface and high variability between datasets mean that reliable estimation of the peak position is more difficult.
This paper compares peak-finding methods used to increase the resolution of the CVL, by interpolating between the measurement points on the velocity vector map. Numerical tests using data generated by the computer model are used to compare the performance of each of the peak estimation methods. Finally, the techniques are applied to sea trials data taken from a specific CVL system known as 'COVELIA' and speed estimates are compared with GPS data.
CVL operating principle
The CVL operating principle was first proposed by Dickey [1] for use in an airborne radar system for estimating velocity using correlation techniques. Dickey and Edward later extended the principle to estimation of velocity using sonar [2] , and for profiling of current velocities in the water column for a system designed by General Electric [3] .
Various authors have since written in detail about the operating principles of CVLs applied to the estimation of speed of maritime vessels [4] [5] [6] , including in-depth comparisons with DVLs [4] . Two short acoustic signals are transmitted towards the seabed, separated in time by an interpulse interval τ . Superposition of the reflections from acoustic scatterers in the volume of the water and on the seabed produces upwardmoving wavefronts that are detected across the CVL's receiver array. The precise form of the waveform is dependent on factors such as the reflectivity of the scatterers and the relative spatial positions of each of the acoustical scatterers from the CVL. Since the sound field varies as a function of position above the seabed, moving patterns in the wavefronts across the receiving array are indicative of motion of the CVL relative to the seafloor.
The CVL detects moving acoustic patterns in the wavefronts across the receiver array by calculating correlation coefficients between the time histories from consecutive bottom reflections, across all combinations of receiver pairings.
In general, if the CVL is moving with a speed u using an interpulse interval τ , then the time histories detected by receivers separated by a spatial vector will be well correlated. The spatial vector corresponding to the maximum correlation coefficient therefore represents an estimate of the velocity vector of the CVL relative to the seabed. Equation (1) is the fundamental relationship used for calculating the CVL's velocity relative to the seabed [4] :
Velocity vector map
According to (1) the estimated velocity of the vessel is proportional to the vector distance separating the pair of receivers exhibiting maximum correlation in received signals.
A velocity vector map is constructed by arranging the spatial distances separating all combinations of receivers onto a map. Referring to the linear example in figure 1 containing six receivers RX1 to RX6, there are a total of 11 unique measurement points. For example, a velocity vector of '+1' results from comparing RX2 with RX1 whilst '-1' may be defined as the vector separation between RX1 and RX2. Note that this system has inherent redundancy because the velocity vector of '+1' is also described by RX3 being compared with RX2. A system using a linear array of receivers has a velocity vector map that is limited to a single direction. In order to sense velocity in two dimensions it is necessary to produce a two-dimensional velocity vector map, which may be achieved by using a 2D receiving array.
For a regularly spaced two-dimensional receiver array consisting of 36 receivers there are a total of 121 unique spatial vectors separating different receiver pairing combinations. Referring to figure 2 the velocity vector map now contains vectors throughout the x and y directions, including distinct forwards, backwards, port and starboard quadrants.
Mapping the calculated correlation coefficients for each receiver pair onto the corresponding velocity vector position produces a correlation coefficient surface. The coordinates of this surface's peak position are used as in (1) to estimate the CVL's velocity relative to the seabed. However, the fundamental accuracy of the CVL is limited by the accuracy and resolution of the peak estimation method employed to analyse this correlation surface.
The resolution of the velocity vector map itself can be improved by increasing the density of receiving elements in the array, which increases the density of the measurement points on the map. However, for a given array footprint size and operating frequency (and hence receiver diameter) the resolution is limited by the maximum practical mounting density of receivers in the array.
Conversely, increasing the number of receivers while maintaining the same packing density increases the dimensions of the velocity vector map and decreases the magnitude of errors in peak position on velocity. However, there are two main constraints on enlarging array size. Firstly, increasing the CVL's footprint has implications on the ease of integration with AUV platforms. Secondly, to measure a given velocity estimate u using (1), the required interpulse interval is directly proportional to the separation distance . Increasing the interpulse interval can have an adverse effect on the measurement cycle frequency and on the sensitivity to measure rapid variations in velocity, particularly at low speeds.
An alternative enhancement to the system resolution is to use peak-finding methods to interpolate between the measurement points on the velocity vector map. The remainder of this paper describes the main characteristics of the correlation surface encountered in this application and compares the performance of three peak estimation methods for improving the resolution of the instrument by interpolating between measurement points.
Correlation surface
The similarity between the two complex acoustic signals v 1 and v 2 (both functions of time (t)) received across a pair of receivers is assessed by calculating the correlation coefficient ρ [7] :
In standard notation, v * 2 signifies the complex conjugate component of v 2 . The complex version of the correlation coefficient is used because its magnitude is robust to the phase effects caused by vertical velocity. However, the magnitude's surface profile is less refined than the surface constructed from the real component because the magnitude is limited to the range between 0 and 1. The surface's definition may be improved by using a signing algorithm whereby the magnitude at a given measurement point is multiplied by -1 if the difference in phase between that point and the highest point in the dataset exceeds 0.5π.
Previous work [8, 9] has developed a detailed model of the acoustic signals detected by each of the receivers in a given receiver array. This detailed model investigated the sound field on a pulse-by-pulse basis, which was used to formulate an empirical model that predicts the upper and lower bounds on the variation in the correlation surface. An example of this modelled surface distribution as a function of the distance from peak position is given in figure 3 , where the upper and lower limits are sliced through in order to clarify the surface shape.
The distribution of the correlation surface as predicted by the empirical model has been compared with data obtained from sea trials of the CVL system. The trials data confirm the empirical model's predictions that the correlation coefficient surface features a high level of variance within a fairly modest distance from the peak position. Measurement points within only a short distance from the actual peak position tend to exhibit a large degree of variation, and individual datasets are asymmetric about the peak position. The problem is further complicated because an individual dataset contains a discrete number of data points; for a single direction quadrant this constitutes a 6 × 6 grid of measurements. This sparseness is illustrated in the one-dimensional slice through a correlation coefficient surface given in figure 4 , which shows the plot of six simulated correlation coefficients (marked by the '+' signs) with spacing corresponding to the measurement points on the velocity vector map, along either the x or y direction. Included in this plot are a large number of additional correlation coefficients that are marked as small black dots, illustrating the magnitude of the variance of correlation coefficients at a given distance from the peak position.
The sparse sampling, combined with the variance and characteristic side lobes present problems for peak estimation because it is possible for a data point within the first side lobe to have a correlation coefficient of a similar or higher magnitude than a measurement point within the centre peak region. If the peak estimation technique is strongly influenced by this rogue data point then the velocity estimate can be adversely affected. 
Depth and sampling window
CVL systems may correlate signals from the volume reverberation when the water column is excessively deep and bottom reflections are too attenuated [10] . However, in this situation the instrument ceases to reference the seabed and water currents moving waterborne scatterers may affect the reliability of the velocity estimate. In addition the earliest bottom reflections, resulting mainly from specular reflections are not reliable for use in the estimation of velocity. Later echo components, corresponding to the reflections from seabed scatterers at wider subtended angles contain more spatial information for use in the correlation calculation. COVELIA therefore uses a post-trigger to select a specific window of the bottom reflection's signal rather than correlating the entire time history.
The upper limit on this correlation time window (CTW) is dependent on the signal to noise ratio of the environment. Decreasing receiver sensitivity with increasing beam angle is coupled with increasing attenuation of the acoustic energy with beam angle because of the increased path length to the seabed.
The influence of chosen CTW and depth on the correlation surface as predicted by this empirical model is plotted in figure 5 . The upper three plots demonstrate the effect of varying the CTW and the depth is varied in the lower three plots. The main peak is more sharply defined as the CTW is delayed (corresponding to echoes from a wider annulus on the seabed), and the surface's variance at a given distance from the peak decreases as the water column deepens. The upper three plots vary the CTW for a fixed depth of 40 m whilst the lower plots vary depth with the CTW set as 20-30% of the entire time history.
The form of the correlation surface affects the performance of the peak estimation techniques. The CTW is therefore adjusted based on the altitude of the CVL above the seabed in order to maintain maximum performance, in both the COVELIA system and the following simulations. Neglecting the earliest returns resulting from specular reflections, numerical tests indicate that the peak-finding methods improve as the CTW is selected from earlier in the signal, probably because the central peak becomes more predominant over the side lobes as post-trigger is decreased.
It is apparent that the peak predictions also improve with increased altitude above the seabed.
Peak estimation methods
This paper considers three methods for estimating the peak position on the correlation coefficient surface, namely highest point (HP), least squares (LS) and a nonlinear iterative implementation of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
Highest point
HP represents the most rudimentary method for determining the peak position on the correlation surface. The peak position is defined as the x and y coordinates corresponding to the maximum calculated correlation coefficient in the dataset. This method offers no provision for interpolation between measurement points for increasing the velocity estimate's resolution. However, sea trials and computer simulations confirm that HP is a robust method, particularly useful when more complicated techniques fail to predict a sensible peak position.
Least squares
Referring to the plots of correlation coefficient surface in figure 5 , a simple axisymmetric quadratic model (3) can be used to describe the surface profile near to the peak position, where x and y are the locations of the measurement positions on the 2D velocity vector map, in the x and y directions respectively:
According to (4) the LS approach seeks to minimize the sum of the squared difference ε between the fitted model f (x,y) and the correlation coefficient value, z, at each of the x i and y i data points. The variable N corresponds to the number of data points used in the analysis: for the whole 6 × 6 measurement quadrant, N = 36,
ε is minimized when the partial derivatives ∂ε/∂a i = 0. The quadratic coefficients a 0 , a 1 , a 2 and a 3 are calculated from the resulting set of simultaneous equations, which form the system of equations (5):
The estimate of the vessel's velocity is obtained from the peak position on the fitted surface, calculated using (6):
The characteristic variance of the surfaces means that under some circumstances the algorithm estimates a peak position that is unreasonable. A fallback criterion is therefore included in the algorithm that reverts the LS estimate to the HP estimate if the HP and LS peak estimates differ by more than 2 element spacings.
Maximum likelihood estimation
A characteristic of the correlation surfaces is that variance increases with distance from the peak position and the surface becomes de-correlated within a modest distance from the peak. MLE is a useful technique in this context because the data points are weighted according to the expected variance at their given distance from the assumed peak. Each correlation coefficient z in the 6 × 6 dataset may be considered to consist of a non-random mean value plus a noise component ε that is normally distributed about a mean of zero. The noise vector, assumed to be independent and Gaussian is distributed according to equation (7):
Using the general probability density function for a normal distribution, (7) may be rewritten as the likelihood equation (8), where σ 2 i is the variance assumed for each correlation coefficient data point [11] :
The purpose of using MLE here is to fit an optimum axisymmetric quadratic surface model to the data that provides the best estimate of the actual data mean for each measurement point on the velocity vector map. The optimum model f (x, y) corresponds to the model that maximizes the likelihood equation for the given variance model. Analysis is simplified by taking the natural logarithm. Use of this log likelihood equation (9) is justified because maximizing p(ε) is equivalent to maximizing ln{p(ε)} because ln{f (x)} is a monotonically increasing function of f (x):
Maximizing the log likelihood equation (9) is equivalent to minimizing equation (10),
As for LS, f (x, y) is given by equation (3), and (10) is minimized when ∂(ln{p(ε)})/∂a i = 0, for i = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Solving for the quadratic coefficients in (11), the peak position is again estimated using (6) :
Equation (11) is strongly related to (5), except that each term in the coefficient and inhomogeneity matrices are divided by the expected variance at each measurement point. MLE here results in weighted LS, where the weighting function is the inverse of the predicted variance. The effect is to weight the significance of the measured correlation coefficients in the surface-fitting process according to the expected uncertainty at that measurement point. The empirical model provides the model for describing the variation in surface variance as a function of the distance from peak position. The MLE algorithm used in this application is implemented as follows:
(1) Initial peak estimate using HP or LS estimate (2) Calculate absolute distance separating peak estimate and measurement points (3) Predict variance at each measurement point using depth, post-trigger and separation distances as inputs for empirical model (4) Use MLE to predict revised peak estimate (5) Repeat steps 2-4 for a specified number of iterations
The MLE algorithm is implemented in an iterative routine because the variance model is dependent on the distance of each measurement point from the peak, the position of which is the purpose of the analysis. Referring to section 4, numerical tests have compared both the HP and LS peak estimates as initial starting points for the MLE algorithm. Numerical tests have shown that the combined rms errors in peak estimation when using MLE with LS as the first estimate decrease asymptotically with the number of iterations. When using HP as the MLE's first peak estimate the rms error generally decreases with the number of iterations, although it exhibits oscillatory behaviour. Referring to figure 6, five iterations are selected as the most appropriate number of iterations for both MLE first peak estimation techniques, as a compromise between computational load and the performance of the velocity measurement. These results are obtained from numerical tests using a set of 3920 correlation coefficient datasets generated by the empirical model, where all the assigned peak positions form a regular grid throughout the velocity vector map. The combined rms error is calculated by comparing the peak position estimate using the MLE algorithms and differing numbers of iterations, with the known peak position for every dataset. The combined rms error (in element spacings) as a function of the number of iterations in the MLE algorithm when using either LS or HP as first peak estimate. The peak estimation performance is assessed using a total of 3920 datasets of correlation coefficients generated using the empirical model.
As for LS, a fallback algorithm to HP is included to ensure that the predicted peak position is within 2 element spacings of the highest point in the dataset.
Grid size selection
The size of the grid used for implementation of LS and MLE affects the performance of peak estimation. Regressing a quadratic model to the correlation coefficient data is only valid when restricted to the region immediately surrounding the peak, avoiding the characteristic side lobes. For this application optimal performance of the LS and MLE algorithms is achieved when the measurement grid is the most appropriate 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 grids surrounding the highest point position, respectively.
Numerical comparisons of HP, LS and MLE
The performance of HP, LS and MLE varies with the position of the peak in relation to the measurement points. The three peak estimation methods are therefore compared using numerical simulations based on data generated using the empirical model of the correlation coefficient surface.
A high-density 100 × 100 grid is superimposed on the velocity vector map, representing trial peak placement points. A depth is assigned for each dataset using a uniform distribution between 10 m and 100 m. Correlation coefficients are generated for each of the 36 measurement points using the empirical model according to depth and the absolute distance separating each measurement point from the peak placement position. The correlation coefficient values are selected using random perturbations between the upper and lower limits as defined by the empirical model.
Given the correlation data, the peak position is estimated using HP, LS and MLE. Error vectors ε x and ε y are constructed by comparing the predicted peak with the coordinates of the known peak used to generate the correlation data. Use of a high-resolution peak placement grid and averaging across a large number of repeat datasets at each peak placement point enables us to understand how each method performs as a Figure 7 . Absolute of the mean error in the x direction using HP, LS, MLE (using LS as first peak estimate) and MLE (using HP as first estimate). Note that error bar units are element spacings and mean errors greater than 0.12 element spacings appear white.
function of the position of the peak relative to the measurement points. This assesses the accuracy of a given peak estimation method when multiple peaks are located at a particular position on the velocity vector map.
A useful measure of performance is the mean error in peak estimate in the x and y directions. It is crucial to reduce the mean errors across the velocity vector map because they may contribute to bias in the estimator and cause systematic bias errors in the velocity estimate. Figure 7 shows the plot of the absolute value of the mean error in the x direction across all repeat datasets at any given point on the velocity vector map. For these tests, a total of 100 repeats were conducted at every peak placement location. Errors are expressed in terms of fractions of an element spacing. Mean errors less than 0.12 element spacing are shaded linearly from black to white, and regions where the errors exceed 0.12 element spacings appear white. Symmetry in this measurement system leads to related plots for mean estimation errors in the y direction.
HP, LS and MLE methods are shown to exhibit varying performance across the quadrant. Near to measurement points the mean errors achieved using the HP technique are extremely low, but the performance deteriorates with increasing distance from a measurement point. The first set of MLE results corresponds to a first peak estimate equal to the LS peak estimate, whilst the second set uses HP as the first peak estimate. The results for both MLE algorithms are generally similar across the quadrant although it is evident that the MLE algorithm should select HP rather than LS as the first peak estimate to achieve the lowest mean errors across the quadrant. LS provides the least biased estimate of peak position for this application. LS outperforms both MLE implementations across the centre portion of the quadrant, which is illustrated by the more predominant white portions on the MLE plots.
The variance in estimate at a given point on the velocity vector map is given by the rms error of the peak estimates. At any specific location on the quadrant it is useful to consider the combined x and y rms errors (12) resulting from repeated peak placement at a particular location:
Referring to the combined rms error plots shown in figure 8 the relative performances of the LS and MLE algorithms are generally similar. The HP is shown to reliably estimate peak position within a low variance as the actual peak position approaches a given measurement point but its reliability reduces between measurement points. The rms error performance of LS is markedly more impressive than HP. MLE (LS) achieves excellent accuracy over a number of regions on the quadrant, particularly inside the centre square. The performance of MLE (HP) is similar, although there are a few areas where it outperforms the MLE (LS): compare for example, position (1.75,1.75) where the MLE (HP) plot is darker than the MLE (LS). Crosscurrents in the ocean cause the AUV to travel in a crabbing motion. An AUV subjected to fast acting and random crosscurrent motions results in a random placement of the peak throughout the quadrant. Whilst figures 7 and 8 allow us to compare the relative performances of the four peak estimation methods across the measurement area, it is useful to consider the performance of each peak estimation routine over Figure 8 . The combined rms error across the quadrant using HP, LS, MLE (using LS as first peak estimate) and MLE (using HP as first estimate). Note that error bar units are element spacings and combined rms errors greater than 0.25 element spacings appear white.
the entire quadrant using a single generalized error value. We therefore define generalized rms and mean errors across the quadrant.
We can assess the significance of the bias errors indicated by the calculated generalized mean errors using analysis of standard errors. From statistics it is known that the distribution of the means of a number of samples taken from a population is similar to a normal distribution, and the mean of this distribution is the best estimate of the mean of the parent population. In this application, the data may be assumed to be a number of smaller samples taken from the true population. The data for each peak placement point use 100 repeat runs, so there are 100 samples for analysis. Each sample contains 10 000 values, equal to the number of peak placement points in the 100 × 100 peak placement array.
For n s samples, each sample containing n p grid points, the mean error M for either the x or y direction using each method across the quadrant and across all samples is given by (13) , which simply calculates the mean error for each peak placement point and then the mean of these values across the entire quadrant:
The standard deviation of the estimated value of the mean error, M, is defined as the standard error σ SE . Approximately 99% of the parent population of mean error estimates will lie within the range defined by the mean of the samplemeans ± 2.58σ SE . For an unbiased HP, LS or MLE estimator, 99% of the sample-means for each method would lie within 0 ± 2.58σ SE . Therefore, if the calculated mean error M exceeds the calculated range then it can be assumed that the peak estimation method is significantly biased. Table 1 tabulates the values of M for all methods together with the 2.58 standard errors (2.58σ SE ) in the x direction. It is apparent that all of the calculated M values are smaller in magnitude than the 0 ± 2.58σ SE criteria so we can conclude that all M values are insignificant and therefore the peak estimators are unbiased. The same conclusions may be derived from the data for the y direction.
Using the approach that was used to calculate the mean error above, the rms error ε rms for a given direction across the quadrant and across all samples is calculated using (14):
Table 2 summarizes the rms error results for the four peak estimation methods. Across the whole quadrant, the rms errors here suggest that MLE using HP as the first peak estimate achieves the lowest variance in peak estimate throughout the quadrant. ) when applied to actual trials data using HP, LS, MLE (using LS as first peak estimate) and MLE (using HP as first estimate). 
Application to trials data
COVELIA has undergone extensive testing at sea and in reservoir environments, attached to surface vessels. This experimental set-up has allowed comparison of the CVL velocity estimates with that of the on-board GPS data. Table 3 tabulates the rms errors between GPS data and COVELIA's speed estimate results over a section of a sea trial when using HP, LS and the two MLE algorithms. Figure 9 shows the plot of the GPS speed (in m s −1 ) time history versus the speed predicted by using each peak-finding method. Note that the CVL data presented here are raw and unfiltered, apart from discarding 88 datasets out of a total of 1394. Firstly, datasets where the maximum correlation coefficient in the dataset was lower than a threshold of 0.85 were removed. A dataset consisting entirely of low magnitude correlation coefficients indicates that the CVL is correlating background noise rather than echoes from the transmitted pulses. More sophisticated depth-finding techniques are now used to avoid miss-triggering on background noise. Further datasets were also discarded because the CVL was in a search mode where different operating regimes were being tested. Attention is drawn to a number of spikes in the speed estimates where the CVL predicts a speed value that is significantly different to both the GPS and previous CVL speed estimates. Such outlying points suggest unreasonable acceleration magnitudes and would be simply avoided by employing an inertial filter within the CVL's processing system, whose characteristics are chosen to match the dynamics of the AUV vessel.
In common with the comparisons of the numerical results, these sea trials results suggest that MLE using HP as the first peak estimate outperforms the alternative peak estimation methods. However, contrary to the numerical tests, MLE (LS) is notably better than LS when applied to these trials data. Both the time history plots and table 3 demonstrate that there are only minor differences in estimated speed between the two MLE algorithms.
Visually, both MLE algorithms are effective at reducing the variance on the speed estimate and tend to reduce the prevalence of outlying estimates. In addition, COVELIA uses techniques to steer the peak position so that it lies within the centre portion of the quadrant. Referring to figure 8, the numerical results suggest that both MLE methods achieve good performance in this area of the quadrant, notably better than the LS. Both τ values and the receiver-transmitter geometry can be adapted between pulses based on feedback from preceding measurement cycles in order to direct the current peak towards the centre of the quadrant. Figure 10 shows the plot of the peak positions as predicted using MLE (with HP as the first peak estimate) for all the measurements in the trials data presented here. It suggests that COVELIA is generally successful at steering the peak towards the centre of the quadrant and may therefore explain why the patterns in the results for the trials data differ from the numerical tests that assumed a uniform distribution of peak placements across the quadrant.
Conclusions
A CVL is an acoustic-based navigational aid that uses a transmitter and an array of receivers to estimate velocity. COVELIA has been designed specifically for use in AUVs to complement the AUV's onboard INS system, and uses a twodimensional receiver array, which enables velocity estimation throughout the x and y directions.
A primary aspect in the operating cycle is the estimation of the peak position on a correlation surface. The precision of the instrument's velocity estimate is directly related to the accuracy and resolution of the peak estimation technique used to estimate the peak location on the correlation surface.
Peak estimation on the correlation surface generated using the CVL is made more complicated by the fact that the surface is asymmetric about the peak position, there is a high level of variance within a modest distance from the peak position and the correlation coefficients are calculated at sparsely distributed, discrete measurement points. The correlation time window (CTW) and the altitude above the seafloor influence the shape of the correlation surface. The precise form of this surface affects the performance of the peak estimation techniques so the CTW may be adapted according to depth to achieve maximum performance.
This paper assesses various peak-finding techniques implemented to improve the resolution of the instrument's velocity estimate. The peak-finding methods have included selecting the indices of the dataset's highest point (HP), and fitting axisymmetric quadratic models using either least squares (LS) or maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The MLE methods require an iterative, nonlinear implementation, where the starting points can either be the highest point, MLE (HP), or the LS estimate, MLE (LS).
The relative performances of the four peak estimation techniques have been compared using both numerical simulation and application to trials data. The numerical tests use data based on detailed models of the correlation surface distributions. The peak estimators are compared by considering the mean errors across the quadrant (indicative of bias in the estimator) and the combined rms error in peak estimate in both x and y directions, which is a measure of the variance in the estimation method.
For both mean and rms tests, the HP method achieves good performance near to measurement points, which deteriorates away from measurement points. LS performs well throughout the quadrant when considering both the mean and rms errors, although it is poor at the extreme edges of the measurement area. Both MLE (LS) and MLE (HP) achieve excellent combined rms errors in the centre portion of the quadrant. Based on these numerical tests, LS is selected as the most appropriate peak estimation method for use in this CVL application as it is more efficient in implementation than either of the MLE algorithms because no iterations are required.
The trials data suggest that MLE (HP) is the most reliable peak estimator, followed closely by MLE (LS). The apparent discrepancy with the numerical tests may be explained by the fact that COVELIA uses techniques to direct the peak to lie within the centre portion of the quadrant, where both MLE algorithms perform favourably compared with LS according to the numerical tests. Figure 9 demonstrates that MLE is particularly good at removing the outlying datasets characteristic of the LS results. This is reasonable because the MLE algorithm implementation uses weighted least squares, where the weighting function is the expected variance at a given point. Data with low confidence therefore exert lower influence in the peak estimation procedure.
Trials data demonstrate that COVELIA is a reliable and accurate instrument for the navigation of AUVs. The system has proved itself over a range of speeds, and remains accurate even during low speeds and hover manoeuvres that are difficult for DVLs. COVELIA's accuracy and precision can be enhanced by using surface-fitting methods to estimate the peak location on the correlation surface. LS is currently the favoured method as a compromise between precision and complexity.
Gaussian processes [12] and radial basis functions [13] are currently under investigation with a view to exploit their learning characteristics for identifying patterns in correlation data. In our implementation of the GP and RBF techniques, the output value from the model is a direct estimate of the peak position.
